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reptile illustrate morphological subdivision of the skin into
areas uniform in size and colour, or showing variation in
size or colour or both according to a constants genetically
determined pattern. Observations on the chameleon
established that the pattern of blackening in response to stress
could be produced only by differential reflex control over the
dispersal of pigment granules in individual skin units. A
series of ingenious experiments provided convincing evidence
that this differential control of pigment cells is mediated
through the sympathetic nervous system. It would be pre-
mature to apply these findings to the phenomena observed in
man, but they at least suggest a plausible hypothesis to ex-
plain the mosaic distribution of human skin disease, and one
which must now be tested experimentally in other species.

New Light on the Rainbow
The investigation of colour vision used to engage the atten-
dions mainly of psychologists and physicists. In recent years
physiologists have joined them, and the result has been the
more vigorous application of the fruits of research to clinical
problems as well as an increase in the understanding of the
problems themselves by medical men. In addition geneti-
cists1 have shown what part inheritance plays through
chromosomal peculiarities.

At first it seems odd that, though the rainbow consists of
a vast gamut of colours, each can be matched by a mixture
of only three. This must be accepted as an empirical find-
ing. Thomas Young, Helmholtz, and Maxwell quantified the
theory of trichromacy-which had in fact been suggested by
several writers in the eighteenth century. But Thomas Young
(1773-1829), London physician, was the first to realize that
trichromacy in the matching of colours implied a tripartite
division in the nervous pathways concerned with vision, and
he postulated its existence in the retina.
The variation between night vision and day vision is well

accounted for by the properties of visual purple contained in
the rods, which subserve night vision. This visual substance
has been extracted in an aqueous solution from the retinae
of many species, including man. But all attempts similarly
to extract one, let alone three, visual pigments from human
cones have failed to this day. In 1954 R. A. Weale2 reported
that he had detected a green-sensitive pigment reaction in
the intact cones of the living grey squirrel, and six months
later G. S. Brindley and W. A. H. Rushton' announced an
almost identical finding for the human fovea. Both groups
of workers employed a technique invented by Abelsdorff in
1897 which entails an ophthalmoscppic study of the intact
retina. Later, Rushton discovered a red-sensitive pigment
the properties of which are still controversial.4 Meanwhile
G. Wald and P. K. Brown' and W. B. Marks and colleagues6
in the U.S.A. achieved the remarkable feat of analysing

spectrally the pigments contained and retained in the minute
outer limbs of single rods and cones teased intact from
extirpated human and goldfish retinae. They fully vindicated
Thomas Young, for three types of cone were discovered-one
absorbing largely violet, one green, and one yellow-green
light. The existence of the last has created some embarrass-
ment because there are theoretical grounds for believing there
should be an orange-absorbing cone pigment. Indeed, the
ophthalmoscopic data for the normal human fovea obtained
by H. Ripps and Weale7 8 lend support to this expectation.
The odds are that one ghost appears to be laid: each

receptor seems to contain but one pigment. However, only
two or three dozen cones have been examined (the human
retina contains some 6,000,000), and caution is indicated even
on this score. Rushton has certainly explained one colour
defect-namely, protanopia,9 the red-green defect associated
with poor sensitivity to red light, because, as he showed,
protanopes lack a red-sensitive pigment. His present
explanation of deuteranopia in terms of the absence of the
green-sensitive pigment is open to question, but no doubt
micro-densitometrists will soon provide evidence on this point.
The rare defect of tritanopia (blue-deficiency) and the wide-
spread trichromatic anomalies offer a formidable challenge
which has yet to be taken up by objective methods.
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Kidneys from Cadavers
Kidney transplants from cadavers have now been carried out
for more than ten years,' 2 but in the last eighteen months
there have been considerable improvements in the results
obtained by various groups. Recently J. F. Mowbray and
colleagues' have described their experience at St. Mary's
Hospital, London. Of 20 patients in terminal renal failure
transplanted with 23 kidneys from cadavers, eight were alive
with functioning transplants between 3 months and 20
months after operation. Similar results have been obtained
in the U.S.A. by W. J. Kolff and his colleagues4 and by
D. M. Hume and his colleagues.'

Peritonitis occurred in 14 of the St. Mary's cases. The
relative frequency of this complication may be due in part
to the use of peritoneal dialysis instead of haemodialysis.
Infection in patients treated with immunosuppressive drugs
can be very difficult to eliminate. Pseudomonas pyocanea,
viruses, and fungi have proved to be the most dangerous
organisms, since satisfactory antibiotic therapy against them
is not available.

Improvements in results are due to three factors. The first
is the use of repeated dialysis so that moribund patients can
be restored to a reasonable state of health. It must usually
be carried out twice weekly to enable the patient to be fit for
operation and the subsequent treatment. Secondly, increas-
ing experience with immunosuppressive agents, the most
important being azathioprine (Imuran) and prednisone, now
enables the clinicians in charge of the patient to prevent him
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